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INTRO

In such a crowded marketplace as the world wide web has become it is more 
important than ever to be found.  Often an organisation’s approach to that is to 
set aside a budget to make the website do more, an agency responds, completes 
the brief and the client ends up with a website that can do more but only offers 
the same level of engagement. They then learn that the next step is to market 
their product.

The organisation then goes through a make or break period, hiring a digital 
marketer to work with them who identifies various approaches to the structure, 
language or functionality of the website which in turn change the way the 
website needs to look or work. Often this process leads up to a significant 
redesign or reworking of the project they had worked so hard on crafting 
previously.

We know this because we have been there, it has educated us to think differently 
about how we approach website projects.  At Vu we understand that what 
marketing really means is building meaningful relationships. Organisations 
often approach us when their existing website is no longer fit for purpose and 
we translate this as meaning it is no longer able to represent the brand values in 
engaging effectively with the audience. 

This is generally because the digital sphere progresses at lightening speed. What 
was best practice 10, 5 or even 2 years ago is likely to have been overtaken by 
new and more effective ways organisations can utilise their online presence for 
positive engagement with their audience. 

So how can you go about gaining more engaged website visitors and generating 
leads over the short and long term? 
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1.  LEAD MAGNETS

Generate Lead Magnets & Nurture 
them 
Sorry, what?
Okay, lead magnets perform a useful filtering function for your business. 
Imagine that potential customers are steel drinks cans and vaguely interested 
browsers are aluminium drinks cans. 

Your lead magnet attracts all the steel cans and lets the aluminium ones go. 

Basically, you are offering prospective buyers something valuable for free – in 
exchange for their email address. There are books written about lead magnets 
(probably) but in essence there are only two rules to follow: 

They really have to be valuable and, yes, they really 
do have to be free
Peppering your content with lead magnets appropriate to each stage of the 
buying cycle will keep your most likely prospects with you.

The buying cycle?...
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2. THE CUSTOMER BUYING CYCLE

The Customer Buying Cycle
With the possible exception of compulsive buyers, we all go through a process 
leading from initial awareness of a product or service to making the decision of 
whether to buy or not. 

Understanding this cycle – within a digital context – is massively important if 
you want to avoid customer frustration and wasted marketing investment. 

We all know what it feels like when salespeople try and close a deal from the 
moment they set eyes on you (those annoying double glazing firms). On the 
other hand, we’ve all been in the position when we need to buy something 
urgently only to find the sales staff have all been spirited away to another 
dimension. 

In the digital world, the content of your webpages, blogs and ads also needs to 
be tailored to the right stage of the buying cycle. Let’s break it down:

Breaking DownThe Customer Buying Cycle

Depending on how you like to cut your cake, the buying cycle can be split into 
three or four parts.

The basic division is into Awareness, Consideration and Decision (or Purchase) 
phases. 
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2. THE CUSTOMER BUYING CYCLE

Consideration is sometimes sub-divided into Research and Comparison phases. 
This sub-division is a question of personal choice and is unlikely to to make a 
big difference to outcomes. 

Awareness
As the name suggests, Awareness is the stage at where your potential customer 
has become aware of the existence of your business and the products or services 
it offers. 

They may not realise that they have a problem that needs to be solved yet so 
there is little or no incentive for them to buy your ‘solution.’ The ideal content 
for the Awareness stage of the customer buying cycle is that which paints a 
picture of a problem and gently introduces the solution while deepening brand 
awareness and building trust. 

Blog posts and white-papers are powerful tools at this stage of the cycle.

Research and Comparison
 At the Consideration (Research and Comparison) phase, the good news is that 
your prospect has realised there is a problem they need to solve and that there 
are potential solutions out there. 

The challenge is to ensure that it is your product or service that is top of their 
shopping list.
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2. THE CUSTOMER BUYING CYCLE

More detailed information should be supplied at this stage in addition to proof 
points such as comparison tables and case studies. Free trials can bridge the gap 
between the Consideration stage and Decision stage.

Decision: To Buy or not to Buy
 The ultimate stage of the customer buying cycle is the Decision or Purchase 
phase. 

This is where you either close the deal or lose your customer to a competitor. 
Providing you have nurtured 
your lead well (more about that 
below) they should finally make 
the decision to buy. 

The role of your content at this 
point is to streamline this 
process while making your 
customer feel secure along the 
way. 

A Note About Buying Triggers
The path from Awareness to Decision is not always a predictable process. 

Buying triggers can occur at any time and accelerate your prospect along the 
buying cycle – make sure you are prepared to cater for them. 

70% of shoppers cited not 
recognising a security badge 
as a reason for abandoning the 
shopping cart
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2. THE CUSTOMER BUYING CYCLE

For example, imagine you are walking along the street and an advertisement for 
a new model of phone catches your eye. You are at the Awareness stage of the 
buying cycle but, with a few months left on your contract, you’re in no hurry to 
buy. 

Then, on a night out, you leave your uninsured device in the club and it vanishes 
without trace. You are suddenly desperate for a new phone and are fast-tracked 
to the Decision phase of the cycle. 

This is an example of an unexpected buying trigger and can be contrasted 
with an expected trigger (e.g. reaching the free upgrade period of your phone 
contract).

Not to buy?
Ahh, we come full circle, for many of your website visitors they will not be in 
buying stage, they wont get in touch or they wont buy a product, but what about 
something for free?

Offering something free (your lead magnet) and in exchange asking for an email 
address gives you a lead to nurture.  Nurture is a nice, kind, gentle word and 
reflects exactly what you need to be doing to your ‘not yet ready to buy’ people. 

Slowly you can educate and understand your audience until they are in the 
decision phase and then they will turn to someone they trust, someone who 
gave them something of value, someone who did something for nothing...
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3. CONCLUSION

That’s the theory, so what about my 
website? 
You are reading this, so you are already considering changes.  Firstly you need 
to analyse whether a series of information pages and a contact form approach 
to website building is working for you.  Then you need to work backwards from 
your goal.

Develop your free offering
It could be a top ten list to a detailed summary, but it needs to represent 
something of value that will grab your audience and encourage them to give 
over their email.

Build a landing page
This is where you will exchange your offering for an email address, for tips 
on what to include (and importanly exclude) read our article on creating the 
perfect landing page here.

Drive traffic
Setup links from information pages, social posts and advertising to drive traffic 
to your new landing page.

P.S. Dont forget to think about the emails you will send to your new leads!


